
Arlington 9-25-21 

Race 1 

#2 STORMINSIDE (U) (Speed) Drew off to easily win his latest over 6 furlongs after leading from the start 
early this month in his second start since being claimed by Brittany Vanden Berg. Son of Hansen has a 
record of 11-4-4-0 on this oval and Vanden Berg wins with 44% of her claimers that won last time out. 
Gray figures to be the one to catch with Emigh remaining aboard.  

#10 PITAMAN (D) (Speed) Second from the Vanden Berg barn led throughout when winning his latest 
over 5 furlongs on grass last month. Vanden Berg has won with 31% of her runners at this meet and son 
of Pioneerof the Nile has won three of six starts on this Polytrack. Gelding can be forwardly placed early 
under Felix, but loses previous rider Emigh to the top selection.  

#6 BULLION (E) (Closer) Comes off a second-place finish after chasing the early pace over 1 1/16 miles at 
this level three weeks ago. Trainer Davis wins with 23% of his runners going from a route to a sprint and 
son of Ghostzapper has won one of three starts here. Bay can be running late under Bowen, who has 
won with one of his last two rides for the barn.  

#9 ONE PUTT RICHIE (D) (Presser) Drops in class off a fading sixth-place finish over 6 furlongs earlier this 
month. Gray won his one previous start at this distance and trainer Lopez has won with 23% of his 
runners this year. Son of Mizzen Mast figures to be forwardly placed early with Hernandez in the irons.  

#1 POCKET PLAYER (D) (Closer) Was not a factor when unplaced over 6 furlongs facing tougher at 
Fairmount in his latest this month and won his one previous start on this oval. Trainer Wilborn wins with 
15% of his claimers and gelding can be more competitive at this level.  

#3 TALIS PARK GRAD (U) (Closer) Was claimed by Oscar Sanchez when closing from off the pace to 
narrowly win his latest over 6 furlongs here one week ago. Sanchez won with one of his last four runners 
first time off the claim and gelding can be closing into a solid pace with Carroll riding. 

#4 GALAHAD KID (U) (Closer) Rallied from off the pace to win his latest over one mile here earlier this 
month. Chestnut has won four of 10 starts on this oval and can be closing late for a chance at a share 
with Tavares retaining the mount.  

#7 SPLASH FOR GOLD (U) (Closer) Moves up in class off a closing second-place finish over 6 furlongs here 
early this month. Trainer Mason wins with 14% of her runners in claiming events and dark bay has hit 
the board in four of six starts here but has not won in a long time.  

#5 VIRGA (U) (Closer) Comes off a third-place finish in an even effort over 6 furlongs at Fairmount last 
month. Son of Street Sense makes his first outing for trainer Scalcione, who wins with 10% of his 
claimers but gelding takes on better and failed to hit the board in two previous starts here.  

#8 PRESIDENT ELECT (D) (Closer) Was not a factor when unplaced in his latest over the track and 
distance last month. Dark bay faces easier here but has not won in a while and comes from a low-
percentage barn.  

Race 2 



#9 HALF OF MANHATTAN (E) (Stalker) Rallied from just off the pace when winning his latest over one 
mile at this level on the Polytrack this month. Trainer Kirby wins with 22% of his claimers that won last 
time out and son of English Channel has won five of his 28 starts on turf. In-form gelding can be in good 
early position with Felix in the saddle.  

#8 ANDREAS (D) (Closer) Weakened to finish sixth after chasing the early pace in an allowance over 1 
1/16 miles in his latest here nine days ago in his second start since being claimed by Larry Rivelli. Dark 
bay has hit the board in four of his 12 starts on this turf and Rivelli wins with 33% of his runners in 
claiming events. 7-year-old can be running late under Loveberry, who has won with 24% of his rides for 
the barn in the past two months.  

#4 HANNITY (D) (Stalker) Gave way badly when unplaced on the main track over 1 1/16 miles three 
weeks ago in his first start since being claimed by Brittany Vanden Berg. Bay has won two of his nine 
starts on this turf and Vanden Berg won with nine of her last 17 runners second time off the claim. Son 
of Ben Bulben can be stalking the early pace with Emigh remaining aboard. 

#3 REMEMBER THE MAINE (D) (Stalker) Was not a factor when unplaced in a small stakes at Fort Erie in 
his latest this month. Trainer Sullivan wins with 19% of his claimers and gelding has a record of 38-6-6-4 
on turf and can be more competitive at this level with Camacho up.  

#2 JUST THE FACTS (D) (Presser) Weakened to finish fourth after leading early over one mile in his latest 
two weeks ago in his first start for trainer Perez and first outing after a short break. Perez wins with 13% 
of his runners second off a layoff and gray can be near the front early with Santiago retaining the mount. 

#5 FRANKINCENSE (D) (Closer) Was not a factor when unplaced facing better over 12 furlongs at 
Kentucky Downs in his latest last month but won his one previous start on this turf. Trainer Murphy has 
won with three of his seven runners at this meet and gelding is worth a look with Carroll aboard. 

#6 DOLLAR BLUE (D) (Stalker) Weakened when fifth over one mile in his latest here two weeks ago. 
Gelding has won one of his 11 starts on this turf and trainer Matthews wins with 17% of his runners on 
grass and son of Exchange Rate can be forwardly placed early with Bowen riding. 

#7 TAP THE MOJO (D) (Stalker) Faded to finish fifth over 1 1/16 miles facing better on the main track in 
his latest this month in his second start since being claimed by Earl Hughes. Son of Tapit has won one of 
his eight starts on turf but needs improvement on recent efforts to be competitive.  

#1 FLEETWAY (E) (Presser) Comes off a fading fifth-place finish after being involved early over one mile 
at this level last month. Son of Creative Cause can be in the early mix but has won just two of his 22 
starts here.  

Race 3 

#9 FIELD LETTERS (D) (Stalker) Closed some when third as the favorite over 7 furlongs in her latest last 
month. 6-year-old has a record of 6-3-2-1 on this oval and trainer Reavis wins with 35% of his runners 
that were beaten as the favorite last time out. Daughter of Field Commission is ranked first on BRIS 
Prime Power and can be in good position from the start under Roman, who has won with 21% of his 
rides for the barn in the past two months.  



#3 STOPSHOPPINGAMY (D) (Stalker) Was claimed by Armando Hernandez when second in an even effort 
over 7 furlongs in her latest last month. Hernandez wins with 14% of his runners first time off the claim 
and mare finished in front of the top choice last time out but was bested by that one in two previous 
outings at this meet.  

#1 SEVEN SEVENTEEN (U) (Closer) Rallied from off the pace when defeating easier over 1 1/16 miles 
three weeks ago. Daughter of Palace Malice has a record of 10-3-1-1 on this track and finished second in 
both of two previous starts at this distance. Trainer Holsapple has won with 29% of his runners at this 
meet and filly can be closing late with Felix up.  

#6 SENSE OF SELF (E) (Closer) Closed to win her latest over one mile on grass at this level last month. 
Trainer Slager wins with 21% of his runners that won last time out and gray has won two of four starts 
on this Polytrack and can be a contender for a share with Tavares remaining aboard.  

#11 GHAALEB’S APPEAL (U) (Presser) Was prominent from the start when winning her latest over 6 
furlongs at Fairmount last month in her second start since being claimed by Gabe Retana. Barn has won 
with 12% of runners this year and mare has won one of four starts on this oval and can be near the early 
lead with Ulloa riding. 

#7 TIZ SUSAN ANN (U) (Stalker) Was claimed by Mike Reavis when third from just off the pace over 5 
furlongs on grass in her latest two weeks ago. Reavis wins with 29% of his runners first off the claim and 
filly has won one of her six starts on this main track and can be running late with Baird in the irons. 

#8 HONEY MUG (U) (Closer) Has not raced since making some progress to finish fifth over 5 furlongs on 
grass in mid-July. Trainer Hernandez has won with 19% of his runners at this meet and filly has won one 
of her four starts here and can be trying to close with Bowen riding. 

#2 U. S. CURRENCY (U) (Stalker) Weakened when fifth over 5 ½ furlongs in her latest in July and tries an 
all-weather track for the first time. Gray has won three of 24 career starts and trainer Perez wins with 
14% of his runners that have not raced for 46-90 days. Daughter of Exchange Rate can be forwardly 
placed early under Santiago, who has won with two of his last 11 rides for the barn.  

#5 SATIATE (U) (Speed) Weakened when fifth over 6 furlongs in her latest this month in her first start 
since being claimed by Oscar Sanchez. Mare has won two of six starts here and has early speed but takes 
on better and is likely just a brief pace factor.  

#10 FLYING BUSINESS (U) (Closer) Finished third over 6 furlongs facing easier in her latest earlier this 
month. Filly has hit the board in two of three starts on this track but moves up in class and may struggle 
at this level. 

#4 HEY HEY (U) (Closer) Flattened out when unplaced over 5 furlongs on grass in her latest two weeks 
ago. Mare has won two of her 15 starts on this Polytrack but takes on better here and barn wins with 
just 4% making this surface change. 

#12 EMILY BUG (U) (Closer) Weakened when fifth over one mile facing easier on grass in her latest three 
weeks ago. 4-year-old has won just one of her 22 career starts and is unlikely to find needed 
improvement to be a factor.  

Race 4 



#1 MAID OF HONOR (E) (Stalker) Closed after a slow start when second over 7 furlongs on the main 
track last month in her third start for trainer Block. Daughter of Medaglia d’Oro has hit the board in two 
of her six starts on grass and Block wins with 13% of his runners on turf. Filly is a half-sister to seven 
winners and can be forwardly placed from the start with Tavares riding.  

#3 BONKERS (U) (Closer) Was claimed by Hugo Rodriguez when closing some to finish second over 6 
furlongs on the main track at Saratoga in her latest in August. Filly has failed to hit the board in five 
previous starts on grass but has a good pedigree for the surface and Rodriguez wins with 22% of his 
runners first time off the claim. Bay can be closing late under Roman, who has won with one of his last 
five rides for the barn.  

#11 EDEN (E) (Closer) Tries grass for the first time and comes off a narrow loss when closing to finish 
second over 6 furlongs at Belterra last month. Filly should take to turf being by Curlin and trainer 
Contreras wins with 10% of his runners making this surface change. 4-year-old can be a factor from off 
the pace with Esquivel retaining the mount.  

#7 MORRIE’S JOY (E) (Closer) Finished well when second over 5 furlongs two weeks ago in her first start 
of the year and first outing on turf. Trainer Miller has won with 17% of her runners at this meet and 
daughter of Revolutionary can be running late into contention with Santiago again in the saddle.  

#4 WICKED INTENT (E) (Closer) Finished fourth in an even effort over 1 1/16 miles at Indiana in her latest 
this month in her third outing and second on turf. Trainer Caramori has won with 11% of his runners this 
year and daughter of Wicked Strong can be a contender for a share with Bowen in the irons. 

#10 LIZQEENFLEURDELIS (U) (Stalker) Made some late progress when second facing easier over the 
course and distance last month. Trainer Pizzo looks for first winner of the year and filly takes on better 
but could garner a small share with Baird remaining aboard.  

#9 KYLEIGH’S CANDY (E) (Closer) Second from the Block barn was not a factor after a slow start when 
unplaced in her debut over 5 furlongs here two weeks ago. Block wins with 10% of his second-time 
starters and with 16% going a route for the first time and daughter of Candy Ride could show more here.  

#8 STACY ATTACK (E) (Stalker) Finished third in an even effort over 5 furlongs in her latest in her second 
try on turf and third outing overall. Trainer Childers wins with 11% of his runners on grass and chestnut 
can be forwardly placed early with Emigh riding. 

#2 BLARNEY GIRL (U) (Stalker) Narrowly missed when closing to finish third from just off the pace in her 
latest facing easier at this distance at Ellis early last month. Trainer Ewing wins with 13% of her runners 
that have not raced for 46-90 days and daughter of Exaggerator can be near the front early but takes on 
better here. 

#6 BELLA UNION (E) (Stalker) Showed some early run before fading to finish a well-beaten last of six 
runners on the main track at Ellis over 7 furlongs in her debut over one year ago. Daughter of Union 
Rags has been working forwardly for her return but barn failed to win with last eight runners that had 
not raced for 90+ days.  

#5 GOSHEN GIRL (E) (Closer) Was not a factor when unplaced after a slow start in her debut over 5 ½ 
furlongs here last month. Daughter of Paynter is a half-sister to two winners but seems unlikely to find 
enough improvement to be competitive.  



Race 5 

#10 WILL KNOWS (D) (Closer) Comes off a fourth-place finish in an even effort over the track and 
distance in a starter allowance three weeks ago in his second start since being claimed by Larry Rivelli. 
Gelding has a record of 6-2-1-2 on all-weather tracks and Rivelli wins with 33% of his claimers. Son of 
Wilko can be along from off the pace under Loveberry, who has won with 34% of his rides for the barn in 
the past two months.  

#4 TALE OF THE NILE (U) (Stalker) Weakened late when second as the favorite over the track and 
distance in his latest two weeks ago. Gelding has a record of 6-1-2-1 on this oval and trainer Bahena 
wins with 15% of his claimers and with 11% that were beaten as the favorite last time out. Dark bay can 
be forwardly placed from the start with Ulloa retaining the mount.  

#6 NYOMAN (U) (Stalker) Rallied from just off the pace when winning his latest over the track and 
distance two weeks ago and has a record of 25-6-7-2 on this oval. Trainer Aguilar wins with 17% of his 
claimers that won last time out and gelding can be in good early position with Sanchez remaining 
aboard.  

#5 RIDE INTO THE SKY (D) (Presser) Gave way to finish unplaced after chasing the early pace in his latest 
at Thistledown in an allowance early this month in his first start for trainer Sullivan. Gelding has won 
three of his 19 previous starts on all-weather tracks and can be in the early mix with Camacho in the 
irons.  

#9 SHANGHAI POINT (E) (Stalker) Was claimed by Alexis Clare when weakening to finish third over the 
track and distance at this level in his latest this month. Claire won with three of her last four runners first 
time off the claim and dark bay has won two of nine starts here and can be forwardly placed from the 
start.  

#2 SOUTHSIDER (E) (Presser) Comes off a second-place finish after chasing the early pace over 5 furlongs 
at this level two weeks ago. Son of First Defence has a record of 10-5-2-1 on this track and trainer Meraz 
wins with 12% of his claimers. 6-year-old can be in the early mix with Hernandez riding. 

#8 DIDDLEY (E) (Presser) Makes his first start for trainer Childers off a fading unplaced effort after 
leading early over the track and distance early this month. Childers wins with 10% of his claimers and 
son of Stay Thirsty figures to be on or near the early lead with Baird retaining the mount.  

#12 DEANO (D) (Stalker) Comes off a third-place finish in an even effort at Fairmount earlier this month. 
Trainer Plasters has won with 18% of her runners at this meet and gray can be near the front early but 
has managed just one third-place finish from five starts on this oval. 

#7 DUMBMARK (E) (Closer) Made some progress when a well-beaten third over 5 furlongs at this level 
two weeks ago in his second start after a long break. Gelding has won two of 10 starts here and trainer 
Zawitz has won with 21% of his runners at this meet and dark bay can be running late for a chance at a 
small share.  

#3 FORT RIDGE (U) (Closer) Closed some when third over the track and distance in his latest last month. 
Trainer Mason wins with 14% of her claimers and gray has a record of 14-3-2-1 on this track and can be 
trying to close late with Gallardo in the saddle. 



#11 OFFLEE FUN (D) (Closer) Finished well when a close fourth over the track and distance in his latest 
this month. Dark bay makes his second start for trainer Slager, who has won with one of his seven 
runners at this meet and gelding can running late but has won just two of his 32 starts on this track. 

#1 MAXIMUS IMAGE (E) (Closer) Was not a threat when a well-beaten fourth at this level over one mile 
in his latest this month in his third start after a four-month break. Trainer Zawitz wins with 14% of his 
claimers but gelding needs to find improvement on recent efforts to be a factor.  

Race 6 

#4 FREEDOM ROSE (E) (Presser) Weakened late after leading from the start when second over the 
course and distance earlier this month in her third outing and first on grass. Daughter of excellent young 
sire Constitution is out of a stakes winning mare and trainer Campbell has won with 18% of his runners 
at this meet. $100K purchase earlier this year can be on or near the early lead with Felix remaining 
aboard. 

#5 OEUVRE (E) (Stalker) Closed from just off the pace when second over 5 ½ furlongs in her latest last 
month in her second outing and tries turf for the first time. Daughter of 11% grass sire Shackleford is a 
half-sister to one winner on turf and trainer Rainwater has won with 33% of runners at this meet. 
Chestnut can be in good early position under Perez, who has won with two of his last 10 rides for the 
barn.  

#3 ISLE OF GRACE (E) (Closer) Weakened when a well-beaten fifth over 5 ½ furlongs on the Polytrack in 
her debut last month. Trainer Davis wins with 17% of his second-time starters and daughter of 
Bernardini is a half-sister to one winner on grass. Bay can show more here with Loveberry taking the 
mount.  

#9 JOURNEYIST (E) (Closer) Tries grass for the first time off a closing fourth-place finish over 5 ½ furlongs 
last month and has hit the board in one of her two outings. Daughter of Tourist is a half-sister to two 
winners and trainer Boyce has won with 33% of her runners at this meet. Filly can be a factor late with 
Roman riding.  

#1 MISS Z (E) (Stalker) Makes her turf debut off a weakening third-place finish over 1 1/16 miles on the 
Polytrack last month. Trainer Harty wins with 11% of his runners on grass and daughter of Mr. Z is a half-
sister to one winner and can be near the front early with Bowen aboard.  

#2 LIZY D (E) (Closer) Finished well after a slow start when fourth over 7 ½ furlongs at Indiana early this 
month in her second outing. Daughter of Brody’s Cause is out of a stakes winning mare and can be 
running late with Carroll in the irons. 

#8 SAFE TRAVELS (1st Starter) Newcomer by Liam’s Map is out of a mare by War Front and debuts for 
trainer Block, who wins with 12% of his first-time starters. Gray has been working forwardly and may be 
ready for a decent first outing under apprentice Lopez, who has won with three of his last eight rides for 
the barn.  

#10 NIFF (E) (Stalker) Faded to finish unplaced over the course and distance as the favorite in her latest 
this month in her first start since being claimed by Brittany Vanden Berg when third on the main track in 
her debut in July. Vanden Berg won with nine of her last 17 runners second off the claim and daughter 
of Temple City can be forwardly placed early with Emigh riding.  



#11 FABULOUS PHILLY (E) (Closer) Made progress when third after a slow start in her debut over 5 ½ 
furlongs in her debut on the main track early last month. Trainer Campbell won with two of his last nine 
runners on grass and filly can be running late with Camacho in the saddle.  

#7 LADY CLARE (E) (Closer) Second from the Block barn comes off a well-beaten fourth-place finish at 
this distance at Canterbury this month in her second outing and first on grass. Block has won with 20% 
of his runners at this meet and daughter of Speightstown can be trying to close with Tavares aboard. 

#13 BELLA PRIMA (E) (Stalker) Weakened when fourth over 5 furlongs on the main track at Ellis in her 
second outing in mid-July. Trainer Sisterson has won with 12% of his runners this year and filly can be 
forwardly placed early if drawing in off the AE list.  

#6 SHEZZ KOLDAZICE (1st Starter) Newcomer by young sire Keen Ice is a half-sister to three winners and 
debuts for trainer Matthews, who has won with 23% of his runners at this meet. Gray has been working 
forwardly but Matthews failed to win with his last six first-time starters. 

#12 CLEVER KITTEN (E) (Presser) Gave way to finish unplaced over 5 ½ furlongs on the main track last 
month in her second outing. Daughter of Tiznow showed little on turf in her debut and needs to find 
improvement to be a contender. 

Race 7  

#5 GET HAMMERED (D) (Speed) Led from the start when winning his latest over the track and distance 
this month in his first start since being reclaimed by Larry Rivelli. Son of Stay Thirsty has a record of 8-5-
2-0 on this Polytrack and Rivelli wins with 33% of his runners that won last time out. Gelding figures to 
be the one to catch under Baird, who has won with 37% of his rides for the barn in the past two months.  

#3 LOST IN MANHATTAN (E) (Stalker) Narrowly missed when closing to finish second as the favorite from 
just off the pace in his latest over the track and distance at this level this month. Trainer Vanden Berg 
wins with 39% of her runners that were beaten as the favorite last time out and dark bay has won one of 
his eight starts on this oval. Son of Freud can be in good early position with Emigh remaining aboard.  

#9 TRAPPE VALLEY (E) (Stalker) Second from the Vanden Berg barn weakened to finish sixth at this 
distance at Indiana in his latest last month. Vanden Berg wins with 21% of her runners making this 
surface change and gelding has a record of 11-1-6-2 on this Polytrack. Bay can be running from off the 
pace under Felix but previous rider Emigh went with barn’s other runner. 

#2 HURRICANE HIGHWAY (D) (Closer) Made belated progress when a well-beaten third at Indiana at this 
distance in his latest last month. Trainer Contreras wins with 28% making this surface change and son of 
Quality Road has won three of four starts here and can be closing late with Esquivel riding.  

#1 YOU SPLIT TENS (E) (Stalker) Rallied from just off the pace when winning his latest over 5 ½ furlongs 
here this month in his second start after a short break. Son of Congrats has a record of 6-1-0-2 on this 
oval and can be forwardly placed early with Camacho retaining the mount.  

#10 FOLLOW THE SIGNS (U) (Closer) Narrowly missed when second from off the pace over 6 ½ furlongs 
in his latest in June. Trainer Perez wins with 9% of his runners that have not raced for 90+ days and 
gelding can be closing late with Santiago in the irons. 



#4 FINNEGAN (U) (Stalker) Made progress from just off the pace when a close second over the track and 
distance facing easier in his latest three weeks ago. Son of Unbridled’s Song has a record of 4-2-1-1 here 
and can be near the front early with Carroll up.  

#6 MORRISTON (U) (Stalker) Was prominent from the start when defeating easier over the track and 
distance in his latest this month in his first start since being claimed by Blanca Candelas. Dark bay can be 
forwardly placed early but takes on better here and Candelas failed to win with last 22 runners in 
allowance events.  

#7 MKAR THE FAST (E) (Closer) Finished fourth in an even effort over the track and distance at this level 
in his latest this month. Trainer Lynch wins with 12% of his runners in allowance events and chestnut 
can be trying to close with Bowen remaining aboard.  

#11 SOUPER HIGHVOLTAGE (U) (Stalker) Rallied from just off the pace when winning his latest over the 
track and distance three weeks ago in his second start since being claimed by Mark Cristel. Gray has won 
three of six starts here and Cristel wins with 16% that won last time out but 4-year-old moves up in 
class.  

#8 OLSON (E) (Closer) Did not threaten when unplaced over 5 furlongs on grass at Indiana in his latest 
this month. Trainer Haran wins with just 4% of his runners making this surface change and son of 
Midnight Lute seems unlikely to find needed improvement to be a contender.  

#12 RIP IT RYAN (U) (Closer) Was not a factor when fifth of six runners facing easier over the track and 
distance in his latest three weeks ago. Gelding has managed just one second-place finish from seven 
starts on this oval and barn has won with just 4% of runners this year. 

Race 8 

#10 CONVICT PIKE (E) (Stalker) Was outrun late after making a move to the lead from just off the pace 
over the course and distance at this level in his latest earlier this month. Son of Broken Vow has hit the 
board in two of his three starts on this turf and gets blinkers added by trainer Vanden Berg, who wins 
with 39% of her claimers and with 24% of runners on grass. Bay can be forwardly placed from the start 
with Emigh remaining aboard. 

#5 COSMIC TREASURE (E) (Speed) Was reclaimed by Larry Rivelli when giving way badly to finish 
unplaced in his latest over 1 1/16 miles at this level last month. Dark bay has a record of 4-1-0-1 on this 
turf and Rivelli wins with 35% of his runners first time off the claim. Son of Treasure Beach figures to be 
sent early with Loveberry in the saddle. 

#3 DRAMATIC KITTEN (E) (Closer) Comes off a fourth-place finish in an even effort over the course and 
distance at this level this month. Trainer Hughes has won with 9% of his runners this year and son of 
Kitten’s Joy can be a contender for a share with Lopez riding. 

#9 GRAND HIDEAWAY (E) (Closer) Weakened when sixth after chasing the early leaders over 6 furlongs 
on the main track at this level this month in his first start since being claimed by David Reid. Gray has hit 
the board in two of five starts on grass and Reid has won with 11% of his runners at this meet and 
gelding can be running from off the pace with Uske aboard.  



#14 MORETHANSOULTITLE (U) (Presser) Second from the Rivelli barn tries grass for the first time and led 
from the start when defeating easier over 7 furlongs on the Polytrack in his latest one week ago. 
Chestnut has a good pedigree for turf and Rivelli wins with 42% of his claimers that won last time out. 
Gelding can be forwardly placed early and a contender if drawing in off the AE list.  

#13 MAJESTIC DAY (E) (Closer) Main Track Only entrant made belated progress when fifth at this level 
over 1 1/16 miles on grass in his latest last month. Gelding has a record of 10-3-1-2 on all-weather tracks 
and trainer Mason wins with 14% of her claimers. Son of New Year’s Day can be a factor from off the 
pace if this event is taken off the turf.  

#2 UPHAM (U) (Closer) Narrowly missed when closing to finish third over the course and distance facing 
easier in his latest this month. Trainer Silva wins with 12% of his runners in claiming events and gelding 
has hit the board in three of five starts here and can be running late with Carroll in the saddle.  

#1 CLOUD TO GROUND (U) (Stalker) Rallied from off the pace when winning his latest over the course 
and distance facing easier this month in his first start after a short break. Son of Get Stormy has a record 
of 9-2-3-1 on this turf and can be stalking the early pace but trainer Inman failed with last 20 runners 
that won last time out. 

#7 OVERPRAISE (U) (Closer) Finished a close fourth after closing from off the pace facing easier in his 
latest over the course and distance this month and has won one of his nine starts on this turf. Dark bay 
can be trying to close with Baird taking the mount.  

#11 GAGOOTS (U) (Closer) Comes off a fourth-place finish facing easier over 1 1/16 miles as the favorite 
this month in his second start after a short break. Trainer DiVito wins with 29% of his runners that were 
beaten as the favorite last time out but colt does take on tougher here. 

#8 YALIKEANYTHING (U) (Stalker) Was claimed by Earl Hughes when weakening to finish third facing 
easier at this distance on the main track in his latest last month. 3-year-old has won one of his two starts 
on turf and can be near the front early but Hughes failed to win with last 17 runners first time off the 
claim. 

#4 PLEASANT MOON (E) (Stalker) Gave way to finish unplaced over the course and distance at this level 
in his latest last month in his first start since being claimed by Rodolfo Aguilar. Son of Malibu Moon has 
failed to hit the board in four starts on turf and appears unlikely to find needed improvement to be 
more than a brief pace factor.  

#6 MISTER CHARMING (E) (Closer) Faded to finish a well-beaten fourth over 6 furlongs on the main track 
at this level in his latest this month. Trainer Spagnola wins with just 5% of runners on turf and gelding 
has not hit the board in seven career starts on grass.  

#12 COWBOY’S DREAM (U) (Closer) Did not threaten when unplaced facing easier over the course and 
distance last month in his first start since May. Trainer Bahena wins with 18% of his runners second time 
off a layoff but bay is winless after 13 starts on turf.  

Race 9  

#7 JUJU’S SPECIALGIRL (U) (Stalker) Rallied from just off the pace when winning her latest over 5 
furlongs defeating easier last month. Daughter of Winslow Homer has a record of 5-2-2-1 on this turf 



and trainer Rivelli wins with 33% of his runners that won last time out and with 29% of his starters in 
allowance events. Chestnut can be in good position from the start with Loveberry in the saddle.  

#8 MARY OF BETHANY (E) (Stalker) Weakened when fourth at this level over 7 furlongs in her latest last 
month in her third start for trainer Block. Daughter of Medaglia d’Oro has won one of her seven starts 
on grass and Block wins with 10% making this surface change. Filly can be forwardly placed from the 
start under apprentice Lopez, who has won with three of his last eight rides for the barn.  

#11 DAWN’S DANCER (E) (Closer) Closed to finish second over one mile at Ellis in her latest early this 
month. Filly has a record of 7-1-2-0 on grass and trainer Davis has won with 18% of his runners at this 
meet. Daughter of Curlin can be running late into contention with Bowen in the irons. 

#2 COWGIRL KIMMIE (U) (Closer) Tries turf for the first time off a third-place finish over 6 furlongs at 
Fairmount this month in her second start of the year. Dark bay has a decent pedigree for turf and trainer 
Bahena wins with 11% making this surface change and filly may be a contender for a share with Ulloa 
remaining aboard.  

#5 SISTER RULER (E) (Presser) Was claimed by Michele Boyce when weakening to finish fourth after 
leading early over 6 ½ furlongs on the main track at this level in her latest in July. Dark bay won one of 
her three previous starts on turf and can be in the early mix under Roman, who has won with 29% of his 
rides for the barn in the past 60 days. 

#9 BELLE BREZING (E) (Closer) Closed some from just off the pace when second over 5 furlongs at this 
level in her latest this month in her first start after a short break. Trainer Inman wins with 11% of his 
runners second off a layoff and mare can be closing late but does not win often. 

#4 CHROME ATTACK (E) (Closer) Made progress when third over 5 furlongs in her latest at this level this 
month. Trainer Childers wins with 11% of his runners on grass and chestnut has a record of 9-2-2-2 on 
this course and can be running late with Santiago aboard. 

#6 SAVVY ALLY (E) (Stalker) Weakened when last of six over 5 furlongs in her latest at this level this 
month in her first start since early-July. Daughter of Brethren has won one of her nine starts on turf and 
trainer Robertson wins with 19% second off a layoff and chestnut can be stalking the early pace with 
Camacho riding.  

#14 FINE PROSPECTOR (U) (Presser) Makes her first start for trainer McKeever and her turf debut off a 
poor effort at Belmont in May in her second outing. McKeever wins with just 3% of his runners that have 
not raced for 90+ days but daughter of Tapizar can be a brief pace factor if drawing in off the AE list.  

#3 LUSCIOUS (U) (Speed) Led from the start when breaking her maiden over 5 furlongs in her latest this 
month in her second start after a short break. Trainer Banks wins with 17% of his runners third time off 
a layoff and daughter of Race Day may be sent early again with Baird retaining the mount.  

#13 TABLE ONE (U) (Stalker) Has not been seen since being claimed by Terry Young when fourth over 
one mile here in mid-July. Young wins with 15% of his runners that have not raced for 46-90 days and 
filly has some tactical speed but takes on much better here. 



#1 FOX FREY (U) (Stalker) Makes her turf debut off a third-place finish in an even effort over 6 furlongs at 
Fairmount last month. Chestnut has a decent pedigree for grass and can be forwardly placed early but 
barn failed to win with last 12 runners first time on turf. 

#12 MANHATTAN LEGACY (E) (Closer) Faded to finish unplaced on the main track over 6 furlongs in her 
latest this month. Trainer Rodriguez wins with 18% of his runners in allowance events but chestnut 
failed to hit the board in three previous starts on grass. 

#10 GOLDEN COMMAND (U) (Stalker) Was claimed by John Haran when rallying from just off the pace to 
defeat easier over 6 furlongs at Indiana nearly 10 months ago and tries grass for the first time. Haran 
wins with just 5% of his runners that have not raced for 90+ days and mare could just need this outing.  

 

Best Bets: 

 

Race 3 

#9 FIELD LETTERS (D) (Stalker) Closed some when third as the favorite over 7 furlongs in her latest last 
month. 6-year-old has a record of 6-3-2-1 on this oval and trainer Reavis wins with 35% of his runners 
that were beaten as the favorite last time out. Daughter of Field Commission is ranked first on BRIS 
Prime Power and can be in good position from the start under Roman, who has won with 21% of his 
rides for the barn in the past two months.  

Wagering Strategy: 

$20 Win #9 FIELD LETTERS = $20 

$5 Exacta 9 with 1,3 = $10 

$2 Pick Three 9 with 1,3,11 with 4,6,10 = $18 

 

Race 7  

#5 GET HAMMERED (D) (Speed) Led from the start when winning his latest over the track and distance 
this month in his first start since being reclaimed by Larry Rivelli. Son of Stay Thirsty has a record of 8-5-
2-0 on this Polytrack and Rivelli wins with 33% of his runners that won last time out. Gelding figures to 
be the one to catch under Baird, who has won with 37% of his rides for the barn in the past two months.  

 

Wagering Strategy: 

$20 Win #5 GET HAMMERED = $20 

$5 Exacta 5 with 3,9 = $10 

$2 Pick Three 5 with 3,5,10 with 7,8,11 = $18 


